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Phase transitions share the universal feature of enhanced fluctuations near the transition point.
Here we show that density fluctuations reveal how a Bose-Einstein condensate of dipolar atoms
spontaneously breaks its translation symmetry and enters the supersolid state of matter – a phase
that combines superfluidity with crystalline order. We report on the first direct in situ measurement
of density fluctuations across the superfluid-supersolid phase transition. This allows us to introduce
a general and straightforward way to extract the static structure factor, estimate the spectrum of
elementary excitations and image the dominant fluctuation patterns. We observe a strong response
in the static structure factor and infer a distinct roton minimum in the dispersion relation. Fur-
thermore, we show that the characteristic fluctuations correspond to elementary excitations such as
the roton modes, which have been theoretically predicted to be dominant at the quantum critical
point, and that the supersolid state supports both superfluid as well as crystal phonons.

Fluctuations play a central role in quantum many-
body systems. They connect the response and correla-
tion of the system to its excitation spectrum, instabili-
ties, phase transitions and thermodynamic properties. A
quantity that is fundamental to the theoretical descrip-
tion of fluctuations in many-body systems is the structure
factor, which can be formulated as the Fourier transform
of the density-density correlation function [1, 2]. Super-
fluid helium is an important example of a quantum many-
body state, where the determination of the structure fac-
tor was crucial to understand its elementary excitations
and therefore improved our understanding of superfluid-
ity [2–5]. In the case of quantum gases, the structure
factor of Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) and super-
fluid Fermi gases is often investigated by Bragg spec-
troscopy [6–8]. In contact-interacting BECs this enabled
the study of the spectrum and collective modes [9]. In
dipolar BECs, it has provided indications of the roton
minimum in the dispersion relation [10] analogous to the
neutron and X-ray scattering data for helium [2, 11]. A
different approach is to look at the condensate density
directly in situ, which provides access to finite temper-
ature and quantum fluctuations [12–18], and enables to
extract the static structure factor simultaneously at all
momenta.

The roton minimum both in helium and dipolar quan-
tum gases is accompanied by a characteristic peak in
the static structure factor close to the roton momentum

[2, 19–21]. Unlike in helium however, the contact inter-
actions in dipolar quantum gases are tunable [22]. This
tunability allows for precise control of the dispersion rela-
tion and the controllable softening of the roton minimum.
The roton modes associated to this minimum manifest as
density modulations on top of the ground-state density
distribution [23, 24]. An instability in the ground state
can appear once the roton minimum is sufficiently soft.
Since these modes represent precursors to solidification,
dipolar BECs have long been proposed as candidates for
the elusive supersolid state of matter, which simultane-
ously combines crystalline order with superfluidity [25].

Recently, a dipolar supersolid state of matter has been
realized through a phase transition from a BEC to an ar-
ray of coherent quantum droplets [26–32] by precisely
tuning the contact interaction strength. Close to the
transition point these droplets are immersed in a super-
fluid background, and by lowering the scattering length
further the superfluid fraction decreases towards a regime
of isolated droplets. As the superfluid-supersolid phase
transition is governed by intrinsic interactions it is of
interest to study the fluctuations that emerge across
the transition [21, 33, 34], facilitate structure formation
[15, 20, 35–37] and give rise to the supersolid state. The
low-lying collective modes were shown to be particularly
interesting regarding the aspect of supersolidity in this
system [29–31, 38]. Those modes are facilitated by a
continuous superfluidity across the droplet array, despite
the translational symmetry breaking.
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FIG. 1. Connection between rotonic dispersion relation, the static structure factor and the observed density
fluctuations. (a)-(b) Schematic of the dispersion relation h̄ω(k) and associated static structure factor S(k) of an elongated and
strongly dipolar BEC [21]. A decrease in scattering length as causes a roton minimum to emerge in the excitation spectrum,
associated with a characteristic peak in the static structure factor. The roton momentum krot is indicated where the roton
minimum drops near zero. (c) For a given scattering length as we observe a large number of in situ densities nj(r), calculate
their mean 〈n(r)〉 and the density fluctuations δnj(r) = nj(r)− 〈n(r)〉 as the deviation of the in situ images from their mean.
Investigating the mean power spectrum of the fluctuations 〈|δn(k)|2〉 for different scattering lengths across the transition allows
us to directly observe the static structure factor as the system passes from BEC to supersolid to isolated droplet states. The
colored arrow on top indicates the direction towards lower scattering lengths, passing from BEC to supersolid to isolated droplet
regimes. The colormap used for the images shows the normalized amplitude of densities, density fluctuations and mean power
spectra, respectively.

Here we provide the first direct in situ observation
of density fluctuations across the superfluid-supersolid
phase transition in a trapped dipolar quantum gas. By
analyzing hundreds of in situ images of the atomic cloud
around the phase transition point we spatially resolve
characteristic fluctuation patterns that arise across the
transition. From the observed fluctuations we determine
the static structure factor and estimate the spectrum of
elementary excitations. We observe a strong peak in the
static structure and an associated roton minimum in the
dispersion relation. Moreover, we experimentally deter-
mine that the dominant fluctuations at the transition
point correspond to two degenerate roton modes [29, 38]
and that the supersolid state supports both superfluid
as well as crystal phonons in a narrow range of scatter-
ing lengths. Our study combines the fluctuations with
the excitation spectrum of a dipolar supersolid and high-
lights its bipartite nature between the superfluid BEC
and the crystalline isolated droplets.

The rotonic dispersion relation of strongly dipolar
BECs [10, 23, 24] is schematically shown in Fig. 1(a). The
system becomes more susceptible to density fluctuations

as the roton minimum softens. These density fluctuations
are associated with a characteristic peak [2, 39–42] in the
static structure factor, illustrated in Fig. 1(b). This can
be understood by considering the general Feynman-Bijl
formula S(k) = h̄2k2/2mε(k) [2, 3], connecting the static
structure factor S(k) to the excitation spectrum ε(k) at
zero temperature. As the energy of the roton modes
drops near zero, the density fluctuations and thus the
structure factor increase dramatically. Eventually, the
roton minimum has sufficiently softened in order for the
system to enter the roton instability. This roton instabil-
ity triggers the phase transition to a dipolar supersolid
and arrays of isolated quantum droplets.

To study the static structure factor experimentally,
we prepare a dipolar BEC with typically 40× 103

162Dy atoms at temperatures of approximately 20 nK
in a cigar-shaped trap with trapping frequencies
ω/2π = [30(1), 89(2), 108(2)] Hz and a magnetic field ori-
ented along ŷ (see Methods). The scattering length is
tuned via a double Feshbach resonance [43] to final values
between 90 a0 and 105 a0 by linearly ramping the mag-
netic field in 30 ms. We wait for 15 ms to allow for the
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system to equilibrate and then the atoms are imaged us-
ing phase-contrast imaging along the ẑ-axis with a resolu-
tion of ∼ 1 µm. We find either a BEC, a supersolid phase
(SSP) or isolated droplets (ID) for large (as ' 105 a0),
intermediate (as ' 98.4 a0) and small (as ' 90 a0) scat-
tering lenghts, respectively [29]. We accumulate enough
averages for a statistical evaluation of the structure factor
by repeating the experiment around 200 times for every
scattering length.

We obtain S(k) experimentally by analyzing the in situ
images as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). For every scattering
length we center the in situ densities nj(r) to their cen-
ter of mass and normalize them to the mean atom num-
ber. With the former step we remove contributions of the
dipole center of mass motion [29] and with the latter we
correct for shot to shot total atom number fluctuations
([13]; Methods) that would otherwise give contributions
to S(k) near k = 0. From these in situ images we ob-
tain the mean image 〈n(r)〉 and the density fluctuations
δnj(r) = nj(r)−〈n(r)〉 as the deviation of the in situ im-
ages from their mean. With the Fourier transform of the
density fluctuation δnj(k) =

∫
d3rδnj(r)eik·r we obtain

the mean power spectrum of the fluctuations 〈|δn(k)|2〉.
In homogeneous systems, the static structure factor can
be directly written as S(k) = 〈|δn(k)|2〉 /N , where N
is the atom number [2, 15, 17]. In practice, the inter-
pretation is less straightforward [18, 44–46] since the ex-
pectation values of the density 〈n(r)〉 are spatially depen-
dent due to the finite size and the translational symmetry
breaking in the supersolid and droplet regime. Nonethe-
less S(k) gives insight into the strength of fluctuations
[13, 18, 47–49] and is a quantity that can be continuously
evaluated from the BEC via the supersolid to the isolated
droplet regime. We note that our evaluation is limited
to intermediate momenta between kmin/2π ' 0.08 µm−1

and kmax/2π ' 1 µm−1 due to the finite system size
and the finite resolution of our imaging system, respec-
tively [15, 18]. We extract the static structure factor
S(kx, ky, kz = 0) cut along the kz = 0 plane according
to the Fourier slice theorem since the atomic densities
are integrated along the line of sight during the imaging
process ([50]; Methods). Due to the cigar-shaped trap
geometry, the fluctuations predominantly show structure

along k̂x (see Fig. 1(c)), which allows us to extract a cut
of the mean power spectrum at ky = 0 to obtain the 1D
structure factor S(kx).

Using the above described analysis, we obtain S(kx)
across the phase transition as shown in Fig. 2. In the
BEC regime at as ' 104 a0, we find the structure factor
to be relatively flat with the exception of a small peak at
around kx/2π ' 0.25 µm−1. This peak is an indication
that far in the BEC regime roton modes can be excited
[29] and consequently that the spectrum features modi-
fications from a purely contact interacting quantum gas.

As the scattering length is reduced, the position and
amplitude of this characteristic peak are observed to in-
crease continuously towards the phase transition point
(as ' 98.4 a0). A continuously growing peak ampli-

FIG. 2. Static structure factor across the transi-
tion. Experimentally determined structure factor in units
of Smax = 260 for different scattering lengths as. The
dashed line on the left indicates the smallest momentum
kmin/2π ' 0.08 µm−1 available due to the finite size of the
system along the x-direction. The dash-dotted line at
kx/2π ' 0.3 µm−1 roughly indicates the inverse droplet spac-
ing in the droplet regime, which coincides with the roton
momentum at the transition point. Errors are indicated as
increased thickness of the lines and are obtained by the boot-
strapping method ([51]; Methods). For illustration purposes
the lines for smaller as have been shifted up. The momentum
axis is sampled with a spacing of ∆kx/2π ' 0.007 µm−1. The
colored arrow indicates the direction towards lower scattering
lengths, passing from BEC to supersolid to isolated droplet
regimes.

tude of the structure factor signals enhanced fluctuations,
consistent with a softening roton minimum towards the
transition point. The structure factor reaches its maxi-
mum value as a function of the scattering length at the
transition point and is located at the roton momentum
krot/2π ' 0.29 µm−1. This value is mainly given by the
harmonic oscillator length ly along the magnetic field di-
rection [52]. At the transition point, the enhanced fluctu-
ations provide the roton instability and lead to the for-
mation of supersolid quantum droplets, whose spacing
d ' 3 µm smoothly matches the roton wavelength 2π/krot

[27, 29]. The observed increase of the roton momentum
towards smaller scattering lengths can be understood in
a variational approach of elongated dipolar condenstates
[53]. Around the transition point, the in situ densities
we observe from shot to shot show droplets immersed
in an overall BEC background, constituting the super-
solid state of matter [26–32, 38, 54]. Here the density
fluctuation patterns become most clear and show spatial
oscillations (see Fig. 1(c), middle column). These char-
acteristic fluctuations can directly be attributed to the
symmetric and antisymmetric roton modes we found in
our previous work [38].

After crossing the phase transition (as <∼ 98.4 a0) the
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FIG. 3. Dispersion relation from BEC to supersolid.
Experimentally determined excitation energy ω(kx) according
to equation (1) assuming a temperature of 20 nK, for scatter-
ing lengths above the phase transition point. A clear roton
minimum at finite momentum is observed that softens to-
wards the transition point.

peak amplitude of the structure factor decreases and a
shoulder develops at smaller momenta. This shoulder
increases further for smaller scattering lengths and even-
tually leads to a double-peak structure as seen in Fig. 2.
The origin of this rising double peak can be understood
by means of a principle component analysis.

The maximum of the structure factor for different scat-
tering lengths acts as a measure of the density fluctua-
tion strength across the superfluid to supersolid phase
transition. It quickly increases from the BEC side when
approaching the phase transition indicating a significant
enhancement of the characteristic fluctuations close to
the phase transition point. We see that the increase from
the BEC side towards the phase transition is sharper than
the decrease on the droplet side. The magnitude of the
structure factor (Smax = 260) can mainly be explained
by thermal enhancement of the participating low-energy
modes.

To estimate the dispersion relation based on the exper-
imentally determined structure factor we use the relation

S(k) =
h̄2k2

2mε(k)
coth

(
ε(k)

2kBT

)
, (1)

which extends the Feynman-Bijl formula,
S(k) = h̄2k2/2mε(k), valid at T = 0, to nonzero
temperatures T [2, 45]. At nonzero temperatures and
small excitation energies the contribution of low-lying
modes to the structure factor can easily be enhanced
by several orders of magnitude. Close to the transition
point where the roton gap ∆rot is small compared
to the temperature of the system (h̄∆rot/kBT <∼ 1),
equation (1) can be expanded and the peak of the
static structure factor scales as Smax ∼ T/∆2

rot [19].
Note that equation (1) is an excellent description of
the structure factor for a weakly interacting superfluid,
where the excitation spectrum is dominated by a single
mode, and where the influence of the quantum as well

as thermal depletion can be ignored. Although we
study a finite system, leading to a discrete excitation
spectrum, a continuous approximation to the dispersion
relation yields a meaningful estimate for the excitation
energies (see Methods). We show the resulting spectrum
ω(kx)/2π = ε(kx)/h in Fig. 3. To do so we assumed
a mean temperature of 20 nK, a conservative approxi-
mation to include additional minor heating during the
preparation (see Methods). In Fig. 3, one can see a small
roton minimum already well above the trap frequency of
30 Hz for a large scattering length. The roton minimum
softens and moves towards higher momenta kx as the
scattering length is lowered and finally reaches its lowest
energy at the phase transition point. After crossing the
phase transition point, when the crystalline structure
has developed, the excitation spectrum should have a
band structure due to the translational symmetry break-
ing. In this case equation (1) is no longer necessarily
justified as several modes contribute to the excitation
spectrum, and therefore it is no longer straightforward
to extract the excitation spectrum from the measured
static structure factor.

To gain a better insight into the modes that domi-
nantly contribute to the fluctuations, we use principal
component analysis (PCA) [55] on the density fluctua-
tions for all scattering lengths combined. This model-
free statistical analysis is a general method to extract
dominant components or to reduce the dimensionality
of a dataset. We study the principal components (PCs)
across the phase transition since there is a direct cor-
respondence [56] to the dominant collective excitations
obtained with the Bogoliubov-de-Gennes (BdG) formal-
ism [38]. This allows us to identify and compare the most
dominant PCs with specific BdG modes and study how
their weight behaves across the transition, as shown in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5.

The first principal component is structureless and only
represents the global atom number fluctuation [56, 57].
The subsequent principal components are shown in
Fig. 4(a)-(b). These two components are dominant across
the phase transition and represent a periodic spatial pat-
tern. Close to the transition point we can identify these
characteristic patterns in many single-shot realizations
of the density fluctuations, as shown in the central col-
umn of Fig. 1(c). We compare the profiles of these PCs
to the antisymmetric and symmetric roton modes from
the BdG theory at the transition point in Fig. 4(c)-(d)
and find them to be in excellent agreement. These two
roton modes are developing into the Goldstone [29] and
amplitude (Higgs) [38] modes of the supersolid.

The mean absolute value of the weights for these two
PCs are shown in Fig. 4(e) as an indication of their
strength across the phase transition. Starting from the
BEC side, where they are comparable in strength to other
modes, these PCs gain rapidly in strength as the phase
transition is approached (see Methods). We note that
the maximum of the structure factor behaves similar to
the weights of these two PCs as a function of scatter-
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FIG. 4. Roton modes and their weight across the tran-
sition. (a)-(b) Spatial structure of two principal components
with the largest weight dominating the experimental dataset.
(c)-(d) Projections of (a)-(b) onto the x-axis (blue), with a
comparison to the antisymmetric and symmetric roton den-
sity fluctuations from our BdG calculation [38] (gray). (e)
Mean absolute weight W of the symmetric and antisymmet-
ric roton, normalized to the weight of the antisymmetric roton
mode at the transition point, which is the maximum weight
of all principle components over the whole scattering length
range. The roton modes are dominant and their weights are
almost degenerate from the BEC (as = 104.7 a0) leading up
to the transition point (as = 98.4 a0). The gray area indicates
the supersolid region previously determined [29]. Error bars
indicate the standard error of the mean.

ing length. Leading up to the quantum critical point at
as ' 98.4 a0 these two modes have identical weights, in
accordance to our previous work [38], in which we showed
that the two roton modes remain degenerate while soft-
ening towards the phase transition.

Further into the isolated droplet regime the weight of
the roton PCs decrease and other PCs become more im-
portant because further modes are softening. In Fig. 5
we present the three next higher PCs that correspond to
the BEC phonon (a) and the antisymmetric (b) and sym-
metric (c) crystal phonon, respectively. The quadrupole
mode of the BEC has a relatively high weight in the BEC
regime and vanishes for small scattering lengths towards
the isolated droplet regime. The breathing or lowest
phonon modes of the droplet crystal show a clear split-
ting in the Fourier transform (Fig. 5(d)-(e)) explaining
the observed double-peak structure in S(kx) for low scat-
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FIG. 5. Signature of BEC and crystal phonons. Higher
principle components corresponding to the phonons of the
crystal and the BEC (a)-(c) including their Fourier transforms
(d)-(f) and weights (g). (a) Quadrupole mode of the BEC.
The antisymmetric (b) and the symmetric (c) breathing mode
of the crystal show a clear splitting in their Fourier transform
(e)-(f). (g) Comparison of the mean absolute weights W of
these modes featuring a clear overlap region that indicates a
supersolid phase. The gray shaded area shows the previously
determined supersolid region [29]. Error bars indicate the
standard error of the mean. The weights are normalized to
the weight of the antisymmetric roton mode at the transition
point, which is the maximal weight of all principle components
over the whole scattering length range.

tering lengths. This can be understood as the appearance
of the band structure, where excitations are split around
the edge of the Brillouin zone. These modes only have an
appreciable weight for low scattering length after cross-
ing the phase transition (Fig. 5(g)). In the experiment
the excitation of the crystal breathing mode is further
enhanced by the preparation process [27, 30]. Note that
there is a small region close to the phase transition where
both types of modes have a non-vanishing weight. This
subtle feature shows the coexistence of both BEC and
droplet crystal, which is a prerequisite of the supersolid
nature of the phase. One can see that the supersolid
state supports both types of excitations – the phonon of
the superfluid BEC and the crystalline phonons of the
droplets.

In conclusion, we reported the first in situ measure-
ment of the density fluctuations across the superfluid to
supersolid phase transition in a dipolar quantum gas. We
quantified the fluctuation strength across the transition
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by the static structure factor S(kx) using a statistical
evaluation of in situ images and found a characteristic
peak in S(kx) that strongly increases towards the phase
transition point. We showed that this peak is unam-
biguously dominated by the low-lying modes of the ro-
tonic dispersion relation. The characteristic fluctuations
close to the transition point are stronger compared to the
BEC or isolated droplet regime. The large amplitude of
the measured static structure factor reveals the impor-
tant role played by temperature at the phase transition,
an aspect which has so far been absent in the discus-
sion of the superfluid-supersolid phase transition. Using
principal component analysis we spatially resolved the
dominant fluctuations and identified them as two roton
modes. Furthermore, we showed that the supersolid sup-
ports both superfluid and crystal phonons. Our study
provides a promising outlook to extract thermodynamic
properties [20] and possibly universal access to the con-
densate fraction [37] of the supersolid state. Exciting
avenues for future work includes using fluctuations as a
tool for thermometry of the supersolid state [58], un-
derstanding the out of equilibrium dynamics that arise
when crossing the phase transition [59, 60], and exploring
the roles of fluctuations in the Kibble-Zurek mechanism
[33, 34, 61].
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METHODS

A. Experimental protocol

The complete experimental procedure has been de-
scribed in detail in our previous publications [27, 29,
62]. After preparing a quasipure BEC of 162Dy with
T ' 10 nK in a crossed optical dipole trap at 1064 nm, we
reshape the trap within 20 ms to its final geometry with
trap frequencies of ω/2π = [30(1), 89(2), 108(2)] Hz. The
magnetic field is oriented along the ŷ-axis and is used to
tune the contact interaction strength.

We ramp the magnetic field in a two-step ramp closer
to the double Feshbach resonance near 5.1 G to tune
the scattering length from its initial background value
of abg = 140(20) a0 [63–65] to a final value between 90 a0

and 105 a0. This corresponds to the droplet and BEC
regime, respectively. We expect the preparation scheme
to induce some additional heating and thus assume a
temperature of 20 nK in our later analysis of S(kx) and
ω(kx). After 15 ms of free evolution the droplets have
formed and equilibrated. We finally probe the atomic
system using in situ phase-contrast imaging along the
vertical ẑ-axis, which is done using a microscope objec-
tive featuring a numerical aperture of 0.3. We reach an
imaging resolution of 1 µm.

B. Analysis method and principle component
analysis

In the following we will describe our analysis proce-
dure. We start with a large set of images that contains
200 averages for each scattering length. We center the
images with respect to their center-of-mass to get rid of
the otherwise dominating dipole modes. Afterwards, we
post-select on atom number for every scattering length
and only take images with an atom number that lays in
an interval of ±30% around the mean atom number at
that scattering length. We have confirmed that chang-
ing the tolerance in the post selection does not affect the
features of the structure factor. In a next step, we nor-
malize each image to its atom number ñj = nj/Nj and
calculate the fluctuations δñj(r) = ñj(r)− 〈ñ(r)〉 as the
deviation of the normalized image ñj(r) from the mean
image 〈ñ(r)〉. The structure factor is then given by the
power spectrum of these fluctuations multiplied by the
mean atom number N̄

S(k) = N̄〈|δñ(k)|2〉, (2)

where δñj(k) = F [δñj ](k) =
∫

d2r δñj(r)eik·r is the
Fourier transform of the normalized fluctuations which
were obtained from the line integrated images. Ac-
cording to the Fourier-slice theorem, taking the Fourier
transform of two-dimensional integrated atomic densi-
ties is connected with the Fourier transform of the full

Supplementary Figure 1. Average atom number. Average
atom number for the scattering length range in the exper-
iment. Crossing the phase transition from BEC to droplet
arrays the increasing density leads to larger three-body losses
causing lower atom numbers for smaller scattering lengths.
Error bars indicate one standard deviation from the mean.

three-dimensional atomic density distribution. For an
arbitrary function f(x, y, z) and its projection p(x, y) =∫

dz f(x, y, z) the Fourier-slice theorem reads

F [f ](kx, ky, 0) = F [p](kx, ky). (3)

As a result, the static structure factor S(kx, ky) ex-
tracted from the integrated densities is in fact a slice
through the structure factor S̄(kx, ky, kz) one would get
if one had access to the full three-dimensional density
distribution S(kx, ky) = S̄(kx, ky, 0). Further it is worth
noticing that normalizing each image to its atom number
when comparing the structure factor at different scatter-
ing lengths has an effect in the small k regime. This part
of the structure factor is highly dependent on the total
atom number which is changing across the transition due
to higher three-body losses towards the droplet regime
(Fig. (1)). Finally we take a cut at ky/2π = 0 to deter-
mine the one-dimensional static structure factor S(kx)
we present in Fig. 2 of the main text. We confirmed that
averaging within the ky-values that correspond to our
imaging resolution is below our statistical error obtained
by bootstrapping [51, 66–68].

Two natural boundaries arise at small-k and at large-
k because we are probing a finite system. The small-k
cut-off simply comes from the finite size of the atomic
cloud on the image. This results in a lowest k-value
kmin/2π ' 0.08 µm−1 that a possible excitation must
have in a system of size L ' 12 µm. In contrast,
the high-k cut-off has its origin in the finite imaging
resolution of the microscope objective which leads to
kmax/2π ' 1 µm−1.

We note that Ref. [27] has shown that the dynamical
preparation scheme with the scattering length ramp only
leads to states close to the actual ground state of the
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system for the BEC and supersolid regime. In regime of
isolated droplets, the preparation process can lead to a
different number of droplets from realization to realiza-
tion. In comparison to the BdG theory, where only exci-
tation on top of the actual ground state are considered,
this could lead to increased fluctuations for the isolated
droplets in the experiment. For all scattering lengths, we
expect the dynamical nature of the sample preparation
to slightly modify the observed fluctuations compared to
purely thermally populated collective modes.

In order to get a better intuition of the different con-
tributions to the experimental structure factor, we use a
model-free statistical analysis, the principle component
analysis (PCA) [55]. PCA has a wide range of general
applications [55], from image analysis to dimensional re-
duction of large dataset. For ultracold atomic systems,
it turns out that there is a direct correspondence [56]
between the principal components (PCs) and the den-
sity variation of a mode obtained by the Bogoliubov-de-
Gennes (BdG) formalism. This allows us to identify a
specific PC with a certain BdG mode as long as the imag-
ing noise is negligible. One of PCA’s properties is that
the signal (in our case the centered images nj(r)) can be
reconstructed exactly using a superposition of all PCs,
using their respective weights. However, a small subset
of PCs accounts for most of the information contained
within the scattering length scan. This becomes essen-
tial when PCA is used for dimensional reduction.

In the experiment we combine all images independent
of their scattering length to one large dataset. This al-
lows us not only to illustrate the different contributions
to the fluctuations and therefore the structure factor but
also to track the weight of different PCs over a certain
scattering length range [56]. We confirm by treating the
BEC and droplet regime separately that the relevant low-
lying PCs do not change significantly except for their
order (or variance). The first two PCs, namely the ro-
ton modes, do not change their shape over the complete
scattering length range. By limiting the scattering length
range to the BEC or droplet side we find in addition to
the roton modes only the quadrupole or breathing modes,
respectively. This is in agreement with the results pre-
sented in the main text, where we analyzed the complete
dataset and observed a vanishing weight of these compo-
nents on the respective side of the phase transition.

C. Simulation details

In this section, we briefly summarize simulation de-
tails not explained in the main text. A system of dipolar
atoms that undergoes the transition from a BEC to a
supersolid can be described by means of the extended
Gross-Pitaevskii equation (eGPE) [54, 69, 70]

ih̄∂tψ = HGPψ, (4)

where we define HGP := H0 + g|ψ|2 + Φdip[ψ] + gqf |ψ|3

and ψ is normalized to the atom number
N =

∫
d3r |ψ(r)|2. The term H0 = −h̄2∇2/2m+ Vext

contains the kinetic energy and trap confinement
Vext(r) = m(ω2

xx
2 + ω2

yy
2 + ω2

zz
2)/2. The contact

interaction strength g = 4πh̄2as/m is given by the
scattering length as. The dipolar mean field po-
tential is Φdip =

∫
d3r′ Vdd(r − r′)|ψ(r′, t)|2 where

Vdd(r) = 3gdd
4π

1−3 cos2 ϑ
|r|3 is the dipolar interaction for

aligned dipoles. The strength of the dipolar interaction is
given by the parameter gdd = 4πh̄2add/m characterized
by the dipolar length add = µ0µ

2
mm/(12πh̄2). Here, µm

is the magnetic moment and ϑ is the angle between r
and the magnetic field axis. Furthermore, the quan-
tity gqf = 32/(3

√
π)ga3/2Q5(εdd) represents quantum

fluctuations within the local density approximation for
dipolar systems [71, 72], where εdd = gdd/g = add/as

is the relative dipolar strength. In our simulations, we
use the approximation Q5(εdd) = 1 + 3

2ε
2
dd [70, 72–75].

The mean-field dipolar potential is effectively calculated
using a Fourier transform, where we use a spherical
cutoff for the dipolar potential. The cutoff radius is set
to the size of the simulations space such that there is no
spurious interaction between periodic images [69, 76, 77].

In order to study the elementary excitations,
we use the BdG formalism as described in
Ref. [38] and linearly expand the wavefunction
ψ(r, t) = ψ0(r) + λ[u(r)e−iωt + v∗(r)eiωt]e−iµt/h̄

around the ground state ψ0 with the chemical po-
tential µ. This ansatz together with equation (4) leads
to a system of linear equations that can be expressed
in matrix form. For the actual form of the BdG matrix
representation we refer the interested reader to the
literature [38, 52, 75]. We numerically solve these
equations to obtain the modes u and v corresponding to
the lowest excitation energies h̄ω. Due to our finite-sized
system, we obtain a discrete spectrum of elementary
excitations, rather than a continuous one. In addition
there is a systematic shift between the theoretical
and experimental transition point of approximately
∆as ' 2.6 a0 [10, 31, 43, 52, 78].

D. Temperature-enhanced static structure factor

In order to obtain the dynamic structure factor from
the Bogoliubov-spectrum we first define the theoreti-
cal density fluctuation corresponding to the mode j as
δnj = f∗j ψ0 with fj = uj + vj and the ground state ψ0.
The static structure factor then reads

S(k, ω) =
∑
j

|δnj(k)|2 ((n̄(ωj , T ) + 1)δ(ω − ωj)

+ n̄(ωj , T )δ(ω + ωj)),

(5)

where δnj(k) is the Fourier transform of the fluc-
tuations corresponding to the j’th mode and
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Supplementary Figure 2. Dynamic structure factor from
numerical simulations. Dynamic structure factor for two
different scattering lengths before (a) and just after the tran-
sition (b). The finite system size results in discrete modes.
The red line is calculated via the Feynman-Bijl formula equa-
tion (1) at T = 0. The softening roton mode clearly dom-
inates the dynamic structure factor when approaching the
phase transition. The colorbar shows the amplitude of the
dynamic structure factor. For illustration purposes the dy-
namic structure factor was convolved along the ω-axis with a
Gaussian of width σ = 0.5 Hz.

n̄(ω, T ) = (exp (h̄ω/kBT )− 1)
−1

is the Bose-
Einstein distribution. The static structure factor
S(k) = N−1

∫
dω S(k, ω) is then given after integrating

along ω [2] which leads to the result

S(k) = N−1
∑
j

|δnj(k)|2 coth

(
h̄ωj

2kBT

)
, (6)

similar to equation (1) of the main text. Here we made
use of the identity 2n̄(ωj , T ) + 1 = coth(h̄ωj/2kBT ).
Equation (6) clearly indicates that low-lying modes sat-
isfying the condition h̄ωj � kBT can be drastically en-
hanced. For our situation this means that the roton
modes that soften towards the phase transition dominate
the structure factor compared to all other modes. Only a
finite number of modes are essentially necessary to quan-
titatively describe experiments at finite temperature.

In Fig. 2 we show the zero-temperature dynamic
structure factor for two different scattering lengths, in
the BEC phase and just after the phase transition. Due

to our finite system size one can clearly see the discrete
mode structure along the kx- and ω-axis. The color bar
indicates the amplitude of the dynamic structure factor.
The red line shows the excitation energy obtained via
the Feynman-Bijl formula, equation (1) of the main text
at T = 0. It illustrates that the continuous dispersion
relation obtained from this equation yields a meaningful
estimate of the discrete Bogoliubov spectrum.

E. Temperature dependence of the experimental
excitation spectrum

In Fig. 3 of the main text we show the dispersion re-
lation determined from the experimental static structure
factor. This is done by solving equation (1) numerically.
For dilute, weakly-interacting Bose gases with negligible
quantum and thermal depletion this is a valid approx-
imation. Although the system is undergoing a phase
transition, the gas parameter na3

s ' 10−5 is still small
enough to consider it as dilute and weakly-interacting
with negligible quantum depletion, which is the case in
our situation. The thermal component at a temperature
of 20 nK can be estimated to be less than 5 % [2].

In the situation where, as we have seen above, the
structure factor is mainly dominated by the contribution
from the two degenerate roton modes, it is possible to
expand cothx ' 1/x in equation (1) for small energies
[19], yielding

S(k, T ) ' S(k, 0)
2kBT

ε(k)
=
h̄2k2kBT

mε(k)2
. (7)

Equation (7) might then also be used in a second step
to calculate back the zero-temperature static structure
factor. In fact we find due to the validity of this expan-

sion that the expression ε(k) '
√
h̄2k2kBT/mS(k, T ) is

a good approximation to the numerical solution of equa-
tion (1).

The usage of equation (1) requires knowledge of the
temperature in the system. As measuring low temper-
atures with a vanishing thermal fraction is rather chal-
lenging, we show in Fig. 3 how the uncertainty of our
temperature of 20(5) nK affects the determined excita-
tion spectrum for two scattering lengths.
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Supplementary Figure 3. Influence of assumed temper-
ature on the excitation spectrum. The assumed tem-
perature influences the estimate obtained for the excitation
spectrum based on equation (1). Examples of this influence
are shown for a scattering length in the BEC regime (104.7 a0)
and directly at the phase transition (98.4 a0).
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